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Nonadiabatic high-Tc superconductivity in hole-doped fullerenes
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In this paper we address the possibility of high-Tc superconductivity (Tc;100 K) in hypothetical hole
doped C60 within the context of the nonadiabatic theory of superconductivity. Our analysis shows that electron
doped fullerenes, represented by theA3C60 family, are characterized by relatively small values of the electron–
phonon coupling constantl, which can thus be further increased by hole doping before lattice instabilities
occur. In particular we show thatTc larger than 100 K are compatible in the nonadiabatic context with
microscopic parameterslh.0.5– 1.0,m* .0.3– 0.5 and phonon frequenciesvph.1500– 2000 K. These re-
sults provide a stimulus for material engineering and optimization along the lines indicated.
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Improving the superconducting properties of real syste
in particular the critical temperatureTc , is one of the pri-
mary focal objectives in the field of material science. Th
path has been extensively scoured for the so-called con
tional low temperature superconductors~LTSC!, where the
main tuning parameter forTc was the electron–phonon~el–
ph! coupling constantl. In spite of the fact that many LTSC
compounds were characterized by a sizablel ~see Fig. 1!,
the maximum critical temperature found along this way w
Tc.23 K in Nb3Sn, and there was a common filling th
higher Tc were bounded by an upper limit 20–25 K befo
lattice instabilities occur.9

The discoveries of superconductivity in cuprates (Tc
max

.135 K), in fullerenes (Tc
max.40 K), and recently in MgB2

(Tc.40 K) clearly indicate that such an empirical limit do
not apply in these unconventional superconductors, so
Tc could be in principle further increased. The answer to t
possibility however strongly depends on the assessm
about the microscopic origin of superconductivity in the
compounds.

A controlled way to tuneTc in the A3C60 family is
through the hydrostatic pressure or through the ‘‘chem
pressure’’ ruled by the size of the alkali ionA8. In both these
experiments the value ofTc is mainly affected by the corre
sponding density of statesN(EF): applying of pressure
~‘‘chemical’’ or hydrostatic! reduces the lattice spacinga,
increasing the electronic bandwidth and reducingN(EF).
This way to enhanceTc by increasinga seems however lim-
ited since for sufficiently higha*14.5 Å the materials loose
their metallic properties and hence superconductivity. An
ternative way to enhance the density of states, andl andTc
by consequence, would be on the other hand a hypothe
doping with hole charges.6,7 This perspective is however re
alistic only if the loss of metallic behavior at largea is not
related to a particularly highl but to other physical reasons
as strong correlation effects.10

In this paper we discuss the possibility to achieve highTc
superconductivity in new fullerene compounds based
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positive charge doping. We show that in the framework
the nonadiabatic theory of superconductivity there is no
trinsic limitation to a further enhancement ofTc up to Tc
;100 K with realistic values of the coupling constantl, le
.0.4– 0.8 for electron doped systems andlh.0.6– 1.2 for
hole doped ones.

Nonadiabatic effects arise when the energy scale of e
tron dynamics, parametrized by the Fermi energyEF , is
small and comparable with the phonon frequency sc

FIG. 1. ~Color! Schematic phase diagram of the C60 compounds
in terms of the el–ph couplingl and the adiabatic ratiovph/EF .
Filled blue region represents electron doped compounds, the da
area the hole doped ones. Red and blue dots mark numerical c
lations available in literature, respectively, for electron and h
doped fullerenes~Refs. 1–7!. Standard values were used for th
density of statesN(EF)510 states/(eV-spin-C60) ~electron doping!
and N(EF)516.7 states/(eV-spin-C60) ~hole doping!, and EF

50.25 for both the Fermi energies~Ref. 8!. Migdal–Eliashberg
~ME! theory holds true only around thevph/EF50 axis ~green
area!. For strong el–ph couplingl the systems are expected
undergo polaronic instabilities.
©2004 The American Physical Society07-1
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vph.11–13 This is indeed the case of C60 compounds which
are characterized by a set of very narrow bands with typ
EF.0.25 eV, for both electron and hole doping, where
phonon mode energies range up to.0.2 eV.8

In the microscopic parameter space this new nonadiab
regime can be defined in terms of the electron–phonon~el–
ph! couplingl and of the adiabatic ratiovph/EF . In Fig. 1
we show the estimated physical regions for both electron
hole doped C60 compounds~respectively, filled and dashe
blue regions!. Red dots represent several numerical calcu
tions of negative charged C60.1–5 Note that a large adiabati
ratio vph/EF is estimated for both the electron and ho
doped compounds due to the narrowness of the electr
bands, violating the assumptions of the Migdal–Eliashb
~ME! theory which is valid only around thevph/EF50 axis
~green region in the figure!.9 Note moreover that the value o
l in fullerenes is not much larger than other strong-coupl
ME materials as Pb, Hg or Nb3Sn, which however show
relatively smallTc’s (Tc&23 K).

In this situation we claim that the finite adiabatic ratio a
the consequent onset ofnonadiabatic channelsare the fun-
damental ingredients of high critical temperature more th
extremely large values ofl. A nonadiabatic approach ap
pears thus the unavoidable starting point for any realistic
intrinsically consistent description of the superconductiv
in C60 based materials.

Theoretical tools of our investigation will be the gener
ized equations of superconductivity in nonadiaba
regime:11–14

Z~vn!511
Tc

vn
(
vm

GZ~vn ,vm!hm , ~1!

Z~vn!D~vn!5Tc(
vm

GD~vn ,vm!
D~vm!

vm
hm , ~2!

where the kernelsGZ(vn ,vm) and GD(vn ,vm) contain the
nonadiabatic el–ph channels11–13 ~vertex and cross Feyn
man’s diagrams! arising from the breakdown of Migdal’s
theorem:15

GZ~vn ,vm!5l~vn2vm!@11lP~vn ,vm ,Qc!#,

GD~vn ,vm!5l~vn ,vm!@112lP~vn ,vm ,Qc!#

1l2C~vn ,vm ,Qc!2m,

where l(vn2vm)52*dv a2F(v)v/@v21(vn2vm)2#
anda2F(v) is the el–ph spectral function.

Eqs. ~1! and ~2! can be parametrized in terms of fe
physical quantities, as the el–ph couplingl5l(vn50,vm
50), the characteristic phonon energiesvph and the Cou-
lomb repulsionm. The dependence over the Fermi ener
which we set equal toEF50.25 eV in agreement with ex
perimental and theoretical evaluations, is via the finite ba
width factor hm52 arctan$EF /@Z(vm)vm#% and the nonadia-
batic terms P and C which play the primary role in
nonadiabatic superconductivity. To illustrate this point let
consider a smallvph/EF expansion of the vertex functionP
for an Einstein phonon spectrum with frequencyvph:
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P.
vph

EFQc
2 FUarctan

vn

vph
2arctan

vm

vph
U2Qc

2G . ~3!

The above approximate expression applies wh
4vph/EFQc

2,1, where 0,Qc<1 is a dimensionless mo
mentum cutoff in the exchanged phonon scattering wh
takes into account the effect of strong electron
correlations:16–18 Qc.1 when correlation is weak whileQc
→0 when the system approaches a metal-insulator trans
from the metallic side.16,17As it is clear from Eq.~3!, when
Qc is small, the vertex functionP acquires an overall posi
tive sign which leads to an enhancement of the effect
el–ph coupling parametrized byGD and GZ . A similar be-
havior is followed also by the nonadiabatic cross termC.
Numerical calculations10 of the critical correlation strength
give Uc;1.5– 1.7 eV while photoemission measuremen8

of the Hubbard repulsion findU;1.4– 1.6 eV. Fullerenes
are therefore believed to be very close to the metal-insul
transition, so thatQc should be relatively small implying
therefore thatP and C have positive sign. For the momen
we shall considerQc50.2 as a representative case of stro
correlation. A detailed study of the dependence of our res
on Qc is later discussed.

Eqs. ~1! and ~2! have been used as starting point to an
lyze the superconducting properties of electron-dop
fullerenes as Rb3C60.14 In particular the nonadiabatic theor
was shown in Ref. 14 to provide a much more realis
analysis for this compound than the conventional ME theo
For instance, the high-Tc value Tc530 K and the isotope
coefficientaTc

50.21 in Rb3C60 were shown to be consisten

with a moderate valuele&1 of the el–ph coupling constan
for this electron-doped compound, in agreement with n
merical and LDA calculations,1–5 whereas the conventiona
ME theory would predictle*1.14 An important role in this
nonadiabatic framework is played by the tendency
strongly correlated systems as fullerenes towards a pred
nance of small momentum scattering,16–19 parametrized by
Qc . This feature, which selects positive regions of the ver
function and gives rise to an effective enhancement of
el–ph pairing, is a peculiar effect which is usually neglect
in the local approximation enforced by dynamical mean-fi
theory techniques.20 A consistent nonadiabatic analysis ca
not disregard these effects. Our approach, which goes
yond such a local approximation by introducing an avera
effect ofQc , should thus be considered complementary w
respect to DMFT which is often used to investigate differe
microscopic mechanisms responsible for high-Tc supercon-
ductivity based on spin exchange, Jahn–Teller coupling
on the vicinity to a Mott–Hubbard transition.21,22

The above results obtained for Rb3C60 in a nonadiabatic
context provide a much more promising basis to find highTc
superconductivity in fullerenes by increasingl than ME
theory. It is indeed clear that ifTc;30– 40 K in theA3C60
family would stem from a particularly largele*1, as in the
ME analysis, there would be few chances to improve sign
cantly the critical temperature and to prevent the occurre
of lattice instabilities. In order to quantify these concepts
show in Fig. 2 the behavior of the critical temperature
7-2
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NONADIABATIC HIGH- Tc SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 024507 ~2004!
function of l for both the nonadiabatic~solid line! and ME
theory~dashed line! in the simple case of an Einstein phono
spectrumvph51500 K andm50.4. The shaded area in Fig
2 corresponds to numerical and LDA estimates ofle for the
A3C60 compounds~see Fig. 1!. As above discussed, in nona
diabatic theory relatively high values ofTc can naturally be
accounted for with moderate values of the couplingl in
agreement with numerical estimates~gray region!. More in-
teresting, Fig. 2 suggests that critical temperatures as hig
100 K can be reached with a relative small increase ol
remaining yet ina weak-intermediate regime, far away from
the region in which structural instabilities are expected
occur. On the opposite, critical temperatures of the orde
Tc;100 K can be recovered in the ME framework only
assuming an enhancementl of a factor 2, in a range of a
total couplingl*1.5.

From theoretical point of view, one way to enhance t
density of states, and correspondinglyl, in C60 compounds
is given by considering positive charge transfer~holes! be-
tween dopant and C60 instead of negative ones~electrons!.
Leading modifications are expected to arise, for fixed latt
parameter, from the different degeneracy of the LUMO a
HOMO bands of the C60 crystal, corresponding respective
to electron and hole doping. From a rough estimate, the r
between the degeneracy of hole~five! and electron~three!
bands would be thus reflected in a ratiolh /le.5/3. Recent
LDA calculations, which include possible changes in t
el–ph matrix elementsg, give a slightly smaller value
lh /le.1.4.6,7

In similar way we can expect significant enhancemen
the Tc in a hypothetical positive charged C60 by increasing
the lattice parameter. The effects of lattice expansion can
schematized, in the physical range of expansion, as a ov
shrinking in energy of the whole set of bands.23,24 The den-
sity of states and the Fermi energy would thus change
@dN(EF)/N(EF)#52@dEF /EF#5s@da/a#, where the value
of the slopes has been estimated by LDA calculationss
;12.24

In order to quantify the enhancement ofTc in a hypotheti-

FIG. 2. Tc versus el–ph couplingl for both ME theory~dashed
line! and nonadiabatic theory~solid line!. The shaded area repre
sents the range of numerical calculations forl in A3C60 ~see Fig. 1!.
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cal hole doped C60
51 ~half-filled hu valence bands! solid we

consider a theoretical model able to properly describe
dependence of the superconducting properties on the
doping and on the lattice expansion. To this aim we s
from the microscopic values ofl and vph needed to repro-
duce the experimental constraints ofTc530 K and aTc

50.21 for Rb3C60 as calculated in Ref. 14. Then, assumi
as fixed parameters of our model the LDA calculations
s;12 and forlh /le.1.4, we calculate the microscopic pa
rametersl, vph and the corresponding critical temperatur
Tc for hypothetical hole doped C60

51 compounds. As simpli-
fied scheme we use a single mode phonon Einstein w
frequencyv0 scanning the range 400 K&vph&2000 K. This
analysis provides thus the upper limit of the realistic phon
spectrum whenv0.2000 K and a consequent lower limit fo
the el–ph couplinglh . In addition we also compare ou
results with a continuum constant el–ph spectruma2F(v)
5const, 400 K&v&2000 K. The requirement that ou
analysis has to reproduce the experimental constraints fo
electron doped Rb3C60 leads to different values of the critica
temperatures for each given pair of microscopic parame
(l,vph) establishing a one-to-one correspondence betw
Tc , l, vph.

In the inset of Fig. 3~a! are shown the microscopic star
ing parametersvph–l estimated by either the nonadiabat
~filled symbols! and ME theory~empty symbols! for two
hypothetical hole doped C60 compounds with lattice con
stants, respectively, equal to K3C60 ~filled and empty tri-
angles up,a514.253 Å) and Rb3C60 ~filled and empty dia-
monds,a514.436 Å). Here,vph represents the logarithmi
phonon averagev ln . For the Einstein spectrumvph coincides
with the single mode energy.

In Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! we report the critical temperature
Tc as function oflh andvph, respectively, predicted by bot
ME and the nonadiabatic theory for the above-mention
positive charged C60. Here, the empty squares represent
rectangular spectruma2F(v). The dependence of the criti
cal temperature on the microscopic parameters in a h
doped C60 compound leads to a complex behavior ofTc vs l
@see Fig. 3~a!# with the appearance of a maximum value
Tc in the framework of nonadiabatic theory for intermedia
couplingl;0.6– 0.7 whereas in ME theoryTc increases in a
monotonic way by decreasingl. The relation betweenl and
vph shown in the inset of Fig. 3~a! produces a one-to-on
correspondence between the data in Fig. 3~a! and Fig. 3~b!.
In particular in both theories the largest values ofl, compat-
ible with the starting constraints, correspond to smallest p
non frequenciesvph.400 K here considered whereas d
creasingl quickly enhancesvph.

Figure 3 shows that ME theory would predict high-Tc

superconductivity (Tc;50– 70 K) in hole doped C60 com-
pounds only under the extreme conditionslh;2 – 3 and
vph*1500 K. On the one hand, these extremely high val
of l are questioned by structural stability reasons. On
other hand, the high value of the relevant phonon frequen
vph*1500 required by this analysis would point towa
7-3
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nonadiabatic effects (vph/EF.0.52) which are intrinsically
inconsistent with ME theory and which could not be n
glected.

A much more reasonable framework is recovered in
context of the nonadiabatic theory. Here the el–ph coup
for hypothetically hole doped C60 compounds would range
from lh.0.5– 1.2 for the lattice constant of K3C60 and lh
.0.6– 1.5 for Rb3C60 with critical temperature as high a
Tc;100 K ~corresponding values ofm are m.0.3– 0.5 in

FIG. 3. Behavior ofTc as function either oflh @panel~a!# and of
vph @panel ~b!# in the nonadiabatic theory~filled symbols! and in
ME scenario~empty symbols!. Diamonds correspond in both theo
ries to a positive charged C60 with the same lattice parameter a
Rb3C60, whereas the triangles describe a hypothetical hole do
C60 compound with the same lattice parameter as K3C60. Diamonds
and triangles represent Einstein phonon spectra while the em
squares a rectangular spectrum~see text!.
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agreement with analytical and numerical estimatesm*
.0.48). It should be noted that the most promising enhan
ment ofTc for hole doped compounds would be achieved
the moderate values oflh;0.5– 1.0 coupled with high pho
non frequenciesvph;1500– 2200 K, in agreement with th
nonadiabatic scenario. Once more, it should be underli
that the high-Tc superconductivity is more related to a si
able nonadiabatic ratio within the nonadiabatic theory than
some extreme strong coupling conditions.

Finally, the sensitivity of the above analysis on the p
ticular choice of the correlation parameterQc has also been
investigated. Results are shown in Table I for an Einst
phononvph51800 K, in the case of a positive charged C60
with the same lattice parameter either of K3C60 ~left-hand
side! and of Rb3C60 ~right-hand side!. We see that the nona
diabatic theory predicts alh&1 andm* &0.5, also for the
highestTc compound as long asQc&0.4 which corresponds
to a correlation radiusj*25 Å. Experimental measuremen
of j are thus welcome concerning this point.

In conclusion we have shown that significant enhan
ments of the critical temperatureTc in hole doped C60 com-
pounds are a realistic possibility in fullerenes within the co
text of the nonadiabatic theory, while similar enhanceme
appear unrealistic if superconductivity in these materi
would be actually described by the conventional ME theo
Values of the critical temperature of the order of 100 K c
be consistently explained by the nonadiabatic nature of
el–ph superconductivity in these materials. The key para
eter is the adiabatic ratiovph/EF.0.5 as discussed in Fig. 1
The scenario here discussed opens a new path to searc
high-Tc superconductivity based on the nonadiabatic pair
in hole doped C60. Recent works provide realistic perspe
tives for hole charged C60 compounds, either by chemica
doping with acceptors25 or by charge transfer to monolaye
of C60 on substrates.26

This work was partially supported by PRA-UMBRA
project of INFM and FIRB RBAU017S8R of MIUR.
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TABLE I. Dependence ofl, m* on the correlation parameterQc

for an Einstein phononvph51800 K, in the case of an hypothetica
hole doped C60 with the same lattice parameter of K3C60 ~left-hand
side! and of Rb3C60 ~right-hand side!.

Qc

Hole-doped K3C60 Hole-doped Rb3C60

lh m* Tc ~K! lh m* Tc ~K!

0.1 0.49 0.23 50 0.58 0.28 84
0.2 0.59 0.31 58 0.69 0.37 106
0.3 0.77 0.39 74 0.91 0.48 159
0.4 0.91 0.4 80 1.07 0.48 196
o-
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